"the cat sat on the mat"
I must mean instinctively the assurance and the reassurance of a
personal God, the God of my childhood whom an "intelligent**
adult has no option but to dismiss lightly—"Just a matter of luck!"
pretending no belief in its strength or constancy, "f m always
unlucky" means that this personal God has lost personal interest...
a desperate state of affairs; out of favour; out of Mind; tie soul's
Waiferage.
There are those who bear bad luck with courage and even gaiety
provided they are bearing it in company; but who get an obsession
(which seems indeed to be borne out by fact) that-they have the
bad luck to be isolated in their bad luck, and all the rest of their
friends have either constant good luck or else bad luck which
suddenly comes right. They are fully aware, by reading and report,
that millions exist whose luck is far worse man their own. But
this is no final consolation, though they honestly try to make it
so by reasoning; convinced that if they were once rescued from
this obstinate outlawry, the spell dispelled, they would be free
then to long for equal good luck for all their friends, and even
endeavour tick hardest to bring it about. They long fiercely for
a way to luck, that capricious slip of a kingdom, as men long for a
way to the new moon.
It is so lovely to be a favourite; royalty's favourite who can do
no wrong; Piers Gaveston, George Villiers, Antinous, Sarah
Churchill; lovely, too, to be a raco-horse and favourite for the
Derby, the Gold Cup or the St. Leger. Here is a newspaper cutting
of an incident which occurred last summer:
swallow collides with rags-horse
A remarkable incident occurred on Saturday while the St. Leger
favourite was being given a mile and a half gallop. A swallow
collided with the filly striking her just below the eye. The swallow
was killed and the favourite's trainer is to have it stuffed as a memento.
The filly escaped with a slight scar.
I had a feeling, when I read this, that something was faindy
wrong about it . . .'though I could not quite put my finger on
the exact symptom: as though the tale of David and Goliath had
happened in the way one might sadly have expected it to happen,
and reported with the caption: "Boy Stone-slinger Killed fey
Giant".
If the outcome of the collision between the swallow and dbe
race-horse had been reversed, if the race-horse were HLk4 aac!
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